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Meagan Lucas, Pulaski County Extension Agent for 4-H
Youth Development Education, was welcomed to the
August LCBA meeting.

Next LCBA Meeting:
Monday, September 18, 2017

Meagan would like to set up a Junior Beekeepers Club,
starting in November. Meagan will run the club, but
needs at least one experienced beekeeper at the sessions. The classes will be held at the Extension Center,
for 1 hour a month, for kids aged 9—18. Greg Whitis
runs a similar program in McQuairie County. Greg
Whitis will be our guest presenter at the September
meeting, and we look forward to hearing more of his
experiences with 4-H then.

Greg Whitis, agent for the McCreary Extension Office
and member of Big South Beekeepers will talk about
the 4-H beekeeping club they have organized in
McCreary County. We will also discuss beekeeping
preparations for winter.
6:00pm Doors open for informal discussion with fellow beekeepers.

If you are interested in assisting with this program,
contact Meagan Lucas at Meagan.lucas@uky.edu, phone
606-679-6361.

6:30pm Business meeting
7:00pm Greg Whitis is our guest speaker.

Also at the August LCBA meeting, Beth Wilson, Pulaski
County Agent for Horticulture, announced that she is
planning on presenting a bee program for inmates at
the Pulaski Detention Center, and needed experienced
beekeepers to assist. Sessions run for up to 3 hours, at
a time and date to be arranged. Contact Beth at phone
606-679-6361, email beth.wilson@uky.edu.

Meeting venue: Basement meeting room at the Pulaski County Extension Office, 28 Parkway Drive, Somerset.

Of Solar Eclipses and Hurricanes
devastating weather events, that may not have given
sufficient time for those beekeepers to move their hives
from harm’s way.

We didn’t get the complete eclipse here in Casey
County, but the light levels were significantly reduced
and temperatures fell noticeably as the moon covered
most of the sun. As the eclipse increased, bees came
streaming back to their hives. For a minute or so, with
light levels similar to those at dusk, all was quiet and
still. Then as the light levels increased, the bees resumed their normal flights. Guess the bees hardly noticed!

Looking at photos of the destruction caused to houses,
it is difficult to imagine that beehives would survive
such winds, however well they may have been tied
down. Flooding would mean total destruction of the
hives and the bee colonies.
Our thoughts are with all of those people—and bees—in
the affected areas.

Of greater concern must be the effect of Hurricanes
Harvey and Irma on bees and beekeepers in Texas and
Florida. While a few days’ notice was given of these
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Laura Rogers’ presentation at the August LCBA meeting
Kentucky State University agent Laura Rogers (pictured
below) gave an excellent presentation on Fall Hive Management at the August LCBA meeting.

Tilt your hives forwards, so that water runs off the covers and does not accumulate inside the hives;
Protect your hives from wild animals: a single-strand
solar-powered electric fence will deter bears. You could
also strap your hives together with metal straps, to
make it harder for the bears to break into the hives.
Place hives on stands to make it more difficult for
skunks to reach bees at hive entrances.

Laura emphasized the importance of getting our hives
into good condition now, to give bees the best chance
of surviving the winter months. Her main points were:
Fix up your hives: make sure the boxes are in good
order, and repair or replace where necessary;

Inspect the hives to ensure that the brood chambers
are not pollen bound; if there are frames of pollen in
the brood chamber, swap these out for empty drawn
frames to give the queen space to lay.

Put in mouse guards when the weather gets cooler to
prevent robbing and for mice;
Make sure your hives have good ventilation to prevent
moisture accumulating on the inner covers: water droplets will chill and kill the bees in winter;

Varroa mites are the biggest killers of bees, both because they transmit viruses and because they weaken
the bees by feeding on them. Test and treat for varroa
mites now.
Check for the queen, and if necessary requeen.
Bees do swarm in the fall, if the hives are full: too many
bees means that the queen pheromone is too widely
distributed, and the bees will make swarm preparations.
Leave space in the hive now for goldenrod honey, and
keep this as feed for the bees during the winter rather
than feeding them sugar syrup; sugar encourages egg
laying, while honey encourages food storage.

Casey County Bees
One of our hives has had the same queen for 3 years—
she bears a green dot—and she has been a prolific egglayer during that time. In mid June, we noticed that less
brood was being produced, and while we found eggs
and brood in the hive, we couldn’t find the green queen.
The worker bees had set up numerous swarm cells and
were obviously making plans to requeen the hive. The
bees in this hive were not happy to see us, and we decided to let them do their own thing and observe the
results. Not professional beekeeping strategy, for sure,
but of interest to us nonetheless.

Food for bees
The last of the goldenrods are in flower now, and white
wild asters are just starting to bloom. As Laura Rogers
pointed out in her presentation, these plants may provide some welcome nectar and pollen for the bees’ winter supplies. Unfortunately, persistent rain from Hurricane Irma may wash out this late food supply.
In the garden, sedum “Autumn Joy” (pictured below) is
a favorite of honey bees, and all sorts of bumble bees
and smaller wild bees. This is an easy plant to grow,
and certainly worth having in your garden.

Subsequent brief inspections in July revealed eggs and
brood, and eventually at the end of July we found and
marked a new queen. There were several frames of
brood including eggs, and the hive was still bubbling
with bees, so we presumed all was well and requeening
had taken place. These bees were just as mean and bad
-tempered as they had been earlier, so once again our
inspection was curtailed.

- Hilary Forsyth

Our hive inspection in late August revealed a somewhat
diminished bee population with a markedly calmer temperament—and a new unmarked queen. The new queen
is laying well, the hive has sufficient stores for the winter, and there are still plenty of bees in the hive. Did
the hive swarm twice? Did the first marked queen not
make it? So many questions.
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News from Dorothey Morgan of KQBBAI
A one day seminar on Queen and Drone Management
for Successful Honey Bee Colonies will be held on October 7, 2017 at the Kentucky State University Research Farm in Frankfort, KY. Details are set out in
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the seminar announcement below. Bios of the guest
speakers and a seminar registration form are available
on the LCBA website at
www.lakecumberlandbeekeepers.com, under “News”.
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New Kentucky Beekeeping flyer from Dr. Tammy Horn Potter
We often receive queries from the public about how to
get started in beekeeping. While we want to encourage
people to keep bees, sometimes it seems that people
have unrealistic plans for their beekeeping endeavors.

culture sets out some great information and tips on
beekeeping, and an indication of just how much a commitment is needed. Copies of the flyer are available at
LCBA meetings and the Pulaski Cooperative Extension
Office.

This new flyer from the Kentucky Department of Agri-
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